Introduction
This report and an associated Excel file (a) summarizes the investigations and results of previous chamber and controlled studies (b) to characterize the performance of methods for collecting, storing and/or transporting, extracting, and analyzing samples from surfaces contaminated by Bacillus anthracis (BA) or related simulants. This report and the Excel are the joint work of the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) and the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) for the Department of Homeland Security, Science and Technology Directorate. The report was originally released as PNNL-SA-69338, Rev. 0 in November 2009 with limited distribution, but was subsequently cleared for release with unlimited distribution in this Rev. 1. Only minor changes were made to Rev. 0 to yield Rev. 1. A more substantial update (including summarizing data from other studies and more condensed summary tables of data) is underway
The focus in this report is on (1) samples collected by swab, wipe, and vacuum methods, and (2) cultured and counted results. The summary of previous studies shows significant gaps in the performance information. Hence, we discuss recommendations and options for one or more future chamber or controlled studies that would be performed under the Validated Sampling Plan Working Group (VSPWG).
To address GAO and Congressional concerns following the anthrax letter attacks in 2001, one of the VSPWG's goals is to validate methods for collecting, storing/transporting, preparing/extracting, and analyzing samples from buildings contaminated by BA. One step of the process to validate a method is to "characterize the method", which can consist of several actions (Piepel and Amidan 2009) . Two of these actions include quantifying (1) the uncertainty (repeatability and reproducibility) and accuracy of results obtained by the method and (2) relevant performance metrics [e.g., limit of detection (LOD), recovery efficiency (RE), false negative rate (FNR), and false positive rate (FPR)]. Hence, the summary of previous chamber and controlled studies contained in this report includes estimates of uncertainties and several performance metrics, when available in the article or technical report documenting a particular study.
In response to the GAO and Congressional concerns, the other main goal of the VSPWG is to develop sampling strategies, approaches, and methods that will provide high confidence in the ability to characterize the extent of building contamination by BA and the effectiveness of decontamination procedures applied to a contaminated facility. Sampling approaches examined by the VSPWG included judgmental and probabilistic (statistical) sampling, as well as hybrids of the two approaches (Amidan et al. 2007 , Piepel et al. 2009 ). These investigations provide a basis for specifying the roles of the different sampling approaches in a comprehensive sampling (a) This report and Excel file ["Summary of Anthrax Chamber and Controlled Studies, PNL-SA-69338 (PNNL 2009-11-04) .xls"] have been reviewed by an Authorized Derivative Classifier, rated "Unclassified". They were cleared by for unlimited release. (b) In this report, a "chamber study" refers to a study in an enclosed chamber. A "controlled study" refers to a study in which contaminant concentrations on surfaces and reference samples are highly controlled so as to provide a defensible basis for "actual" contamination and calculating recovery efficiencies. Such studies may utilize a larger space. Or, they may investigate only part of the sampling process, and may not involve the sampling step in a physical space. strategy (a) . Probabilistic and hybrid sampling approaches provide a formal statistical and mathematical structure for determining the number of samples necessary to provide the desired confidence levels for (1) detecting contamination and (2) clearing uncontaminated (or decontaminated) areas. Judgmental sampling provides for using the situational knowledge and experience of a field sampler in situations where probabilistic samples may not be necessary to detect contamination.
Standard statistical formulas for calculating the number of samples to achieve the desired confidence for a detection or clearance sampling goal assume that the overall FNR = 0. In such situations, the number of samples is calculated to account for the uncertainty in the specific type of sampling approach being employed. However, the overall FNR is affected by anything in the sampling process that might yield a false negative, including (i) the RE of a sampling method (e.g., swab, wipe, or vacuum), (ii) the RE of storage or transportation steps, if applicable, (iii) the RE of the preparation and extraction step (i.e., extracting the contaminant from the sample media), and the uncertainty of the analytical/detection method and equipment. Hence, it is important to quantify the REs and uncertainties affecting the results of a method at each step in the process, so that the overall FNR can be determined. Current data indicates the REs and their uncertainties, and hence the overall FNR, may depend on the level of BA contamination. Hence, chamber and controlled studies need to investigate the performance of the various steps of the sampling process for a range of BA (or simulant) contamination levels. Additionally, standard formulas for calculating the number of samples necessary to achieve the desired confidence for a detection or clearance sampling goal can be extended to address situations where the overall FNR > 0. The Visual Sample Plan (VSP) software generally implements "standard" formulas to calculate the numbers of samples to address cases where the overall FNR = 0. For some sampling approaches, it also implements extended formulas to address cases where the overall FNR > 0. The PNNL "Statistics for Validated Sampling" project supporting the VSPWG will work with the VSP development team to develop extended formulas for calculating the number of samples required in other sampling situations when FNR > 0. NIST will work with PNNL on this longer-term effort. Price et al. (2009) present a framework for investigating the "risk of contracting anthrax, the surface concentration of BA, the probability of detection, and the number of samples needed to ensure detection with a given degree of certainty". The framework includes a nomogram ( Figure  3 in Price et al. 2009 , presented here as Figure 1 ), consisting of a connected set of four graphs relating (1) risk to spores in air, (2) spores in air to spores on surfaces, (3) spores on surfaces to probability of detection, and (4) probability of detection to number of samples needed. These graphs respectively include curves for (1) low and high risk per dose, (2) low and high resuspension rate, (3) "best" (lab) and "field" performance, and (4) two confidence levels in detecting at least one positive sample. The two curves per graph are intended to illustrate that there are a range of possible relationships between variables in the graphs, and that realistic or Relating Risk to Numbers of Samples even conservative relationships should be used in evaluating risk due to Bacillus anthracis exposure and developing sampling plans. The nomogram is designed to select a risk value, and draw lines intersecting the relevant curve in each graph, ultimately leading to the desired probability that a sample is positive and the number of samples necessary to detect contamination with a desired confidence. We haven't fully studied (and hence are not endorsing) the specifics and underlying methods used by Price et al. (2009) . However, we do find value in the presented framework for connecting risk, concentrations, probability of detection, and number of samples needed to make a detection or clearance decision with specified confidence. The last two steps of this framework are directly relevant to the analysis presented in this report.
Framework for Sampling
Note that the "probability of detecting a positive sample" plays an important role in the framework of Price et al. (2009) . The probability of detecting a positive sample is equivalent to the overall FNR discussed in Section 1. The probability of a false negative is just one minus the probability of correctly detecting a positive sample. Further, the overall RE of a sampling process (i.e., sampling method, preparation/extraction, storage/transportation, and analytical detection method) contributes to determining the overall FNR. Hence, developing the methodology and data to determine the overall RE and FNR for swab, wipe, and vacuum samples at various levels of contamination plays a key role in the overall framework for developing sampling strategies and plans. PNNL and NIST have proposed work over FY09-FY11 to develop the methodology for calculating the overall RE and FNR using existing data and any new data that may be required. The summary of existing performance data from previous chamber and controlled studies is the first step in the formal project that will result in the ability to calculate the overall RE and FNR based on defined field and laboratory process information for a given scenario. PNNL and NIST developed this report to summarize existing data to identify situations where additional data may be needed to aide in VSPWG planning activities.
Summary of Previous Chamber and Controlled Anthrax-Related Studies
Previous chamber and controlled studies and their results using swab, wipe, and vacuum sampling methods to collect Bacillus anthracis (or simulant) contamination are summarized in a separate Excel file ["Summary of Anthrax Chamber and Controlled Studies, PNL-SA-69338 (PNNL 2009-11-04) .xls"]. We focused on chamber and controlled studies because they provide a basis for estimating actual contamination levels, and using those values to estimate REs for defined steps of the sampling process. Only studies presenting data in terms of culture results are summarized in the Excel file to focus the effort. Results from polymerase chain reaction (PCR) analyses were not included because PCR is not yet routinely recommended as an approved procedure.
The studies included in the Excel summaries are from a bibliography that was vetted by the VSPWG prior to the start of this activity. The following publications were included in the analysis: Almeida et al. (2008) , Brown et al. (2007a) , Brown et al. (2007b) , Brown et al. (2007c) , Buttner et al. (2001) , Buttner et al. (2004a) , Buttner (2004b) , CDC (2008) (a) , Edmonds et al. (2009 ), Einfeld et al. (2008 , Estill et al. (2009 ), Frawley et al. (2008 , Hodges et al. (2008) , Nellen et al. (2006) , Quizon et al. (2007) , Rose et al. (2004) , and Valentine et al. (2008) . Additional publications that were excluded from the analysis due to lack of relevance to this work, are listed in the bibliography contained in Appendix A. The work performed here was limited to BA contamination and simulants for BA. Publications that did not address BA or simulants thereof were excluded from this analysis. Other publications were excluded because the work was not performed in a chamber or controlled study (which was considered important as a basis for ground truth estimation, estimating REs, and validation). Still others do not involve sampling (were limited to lab extraction procedures) or utilized sampling methods other than swab, wipe, or vacuum. The characteristics and results of a given study included in the Excel file are summarized in several groups of columns (separated by heavier line borders). Different studies are represented by groups of rows, with each row corresponding to different aspects or tests of a study.
The study characteristics and results in the columns of the Excel summary tables, organized by the groups of columns in the tables, are briefly described in Table 1 We noticed many differences in the way the various studies did things, and it wasn't possible to document them all in the Excel file or this report. However, one important difference worth highlighting is that different studies did different things experimentally and in calculations to obtain the "actual" contamination values for calculating REs. These differences affect the RE values and their uncertainties.
Observations from Summary of Previous Anthrax-Related Chamber and
Controlled Studies Table 2 summarizes the Excel table results from the 17 publications that discuss previous chamber and controlled studies (listed in Section 3). These tables show that there were 14 publications discussing swab sampling, 9 discussing wipe sampling, and only 4 discussing vacuum sampling. The gray cells in Table 2 indicate study characteristic/study result combinations that were not addressed by the 17 publications. Lab-to-lab uncertainty and run-torun uncertainty were listed with study results and REs only by Estill et al. (2009) . Because these sources of uncertainty are missing from most of the studies, the uncertainties reported can be expected to underestimate the total uncertainties in results. Table 2 also shows that few of the studies had results available from varying the following factors: 1) type (characteristics) of the sampling media, 2) wetting agent for the sampling media (swab and wipe), 3) nature of the contaminant, 4) contaminate deposition, 5) storage/transportation, and 6) preparation/extraction.
In particular, there was very limited investigation of storage and transportation effects. Some of these factors were varied across the different studies. However, multiple differences between studies complicate using the data to investigate the effects of the factors (e.g., on RE) varied across and within studies. Type ( Probability of detection, LOD, and FNR/FPR results are rarely reported in the publication results summarized in Table 2 . As discussed in Section 2 of this report, the FNR (or equivalently, the probability of detecting a positive sample) and RE, each as a function of contaminant concentration, plays a key role in the framework for determining the number of samples necessary to achieve a detection or clearance goal with a specified confidence. Only a few of the studies in the Excel summary tables varied the BA (or simulant) contaminant at different concentrations. Of these studies, most investigated three or fewer levels of contaminant, with one study investigating six levels (Hodges et al. 2006) . Of the studies that did investigate different levels of contaminant, only one (Estill et al. 2009 ) discussed developing a probability-of-detection curve as a function of contaminant concentration. Three other studies reported a LOD value, but did not discuss how it was calculated. We consider the lack of development of FNR (or probability of correct detection) and RE curves as functions of contaminant level to be a significant gap in all but one of the studies summarized. This raises the question of whether the original data could be obtained from the paper authors and the curves developed as part of future work. Developing these curves requires data at several contaminant concentration levels (at least 5 − 7, preferably), so studies with three or fewer concentration levels would not support such curve development. Further investigation would be needed to assess whether it would be possible to develop a probability of detection (or FNR) curves using the Hodges et al. (2006) data.
The studies summarized in this report have large ranges of average RE values and their percent relative standard deviations (%RSD RE ). For swabs, RE ranged from 0 − 49% and %RSD RE ranged from 4 − 273. For wipes, RE ranged from 1 − 86% and %RSD RE ranged from 17 − 550. For vacuums, RE ranged from 4 − 36% and %RSD RE ranged from 27 − 233. The %RSDs summarized above are from replicate tests performed at the same time, generally by the same samplers and same laboratory personnel. Hence, they do not include all relevant sources of variation, and can be expected to underestimate the total uncertainty.
The RE and %RSD results summarized in the preceding paragraph exclude the results from Edmonds et al. (2009) . They used four different kinds of swabs to sample several surface materials with liquid or dry aerosol deposited contamination. They reported average RE values ranging from 42 -93% and %RSD RE values ranging from 8 − 29. These levels of performance are noticeably better than in the other studies for swabs. The likely reason for the improved performance observed by Edmonds et al. (2009) is the higher surface concentration of contaminant used in their study. This re-emphasizes the need to quantify the performance of sampling methods at several contaminant concentrations.
The wide range of RE values across the studies is a result of the impacts of several factors varied within and across the studies (e.g., concentration of contaminant; method of deposition; materials and specifics of swabs, wipes, and vacuum socks; wetting agent for swabs and wipes; surface being sampled; and specifics of sample preparation and extraction methods). Hence, the effects of these factors on RE, %RSD RE , probability of correction detection (or FNR) and other performance measures need to be quantified. It was beyond the scope of the current work to obtain and perform a statistical analysis of the data from all the studies summarized to quantify and assess the significance of factor effects on the performance measures. However, it will be necessary to quantify the effects of any factors that may vary in future BA contamination events, so as to provide the needed inputs for calculating the overall confidence and uncertainty in contamination detection and clearance decisions. Several other observations from individual anthrax studies are discussed in the following bullets.
The studies summarized in the Excel file generally (except for a few direct-inoculation tests) used one of two contaminant deposition methods (1) contaminant in liquid that was allowed to dry after deposition, and (2) dry aerosol. Two studies for swabs and one study for wipes reported REs while varying deposition method. No vacuum studies varied deposition method. Edmonds et al. (2009) found that REs differed significantly depending on liquid vs. dry deposition, with the difference depending on the sampling method.
For directly inoculated petri dishes, Buttner et al. (2001) separately reported sampling loss and processing loss, as well as the overall RE, for two swab and one wipe sampling methods. For all three, the majority of the loss came in the processing step, not the sampling step. This result was confirmed by other studies:
o Rose et al. (2004) If similar results hold for swabs, wipes, and vacuum socks made of various materials, then the specifics of the preparation/extraction step (solution used, time, sonication and/or vortexing) would be very important in maximizing RE. The optimal processing conditions may depend on the sampling material used and the resuspension solution and methods of dissociation (vortexing, sonication). Several publications identified in the bibliography (Appendix A) provide insight into the individual processing steps and highlight the variability associated with the different lab processing procedures (Dauphin et al 2009, Dragon et al. 2001 , Dewhurst et al. 1986 , Jeng et al. 1990 , and Puleo et al. 1967 ). These publications, as well as any additional publications that focus on the performance of the preparation/extraction step for given wipe, swab, or vacuum sock materials, would be useful to identify factors that impact the overall uncertainty analysis in an updated version of the Excel summary tables. Price et al. (2009) emphasize the importance of quantifying the performance of methods (e.g., sampling, extraction, storage/transportation, and analysis) under realistic conditions not just highly-sanitized laboratory conditions. This is because the performance (e.g., RE, uncertainties, FNR) may not be as good under realistic conditions as in highly-sanitized laboratory conditions. Only three studies (Buttner et al. 2001 , Brown et al. 2007 , Einfeld et al. 2008 ) report the results of tests with "interfering" material present (non-anthrax organism, silicon dioxide, and grime, respectively) in addition to the primary contaminant (Bacillus anthracis or simulant) studied. Turnbull et al. (2007) investigated the effects of temperature and time on activating over 50 strains of Bacillus anthracis spores suspended in water. Counts of viable spores before and after various heat treatments are summarized in Table 3 of Turnbull et al. (2007) . All temperature and time combinations resulted in reduced counts more frequently than increased counts. Mean values of the ratio of heated/unheated results ranged from near 0 to 0.87. (a) The authors concluded that activation temperatures should be kept to ≤ 70ºC with holding times at such temperatures not needing to exceed 15-30 minutes.
Many other observations and findings could be made based on the studies summarized, but it was beyond the scope of this effort to complete detailed data analyses and assessments.
Recommendations for a Future Chamber or Controlled Study
For the purposes of this report, a summary of previous chamber and controlled studies was developed and reported in the Excel file ["Summary of Anthrax Chamber and Controlled Studies, PNL-SA-69338 (PNNL 2009-11-04).xls"] Observations from this analysis described in Section 4 identified several gaps in the studies that need to be addressed in one or more future chamber or controlled studies.
The largest gap is the lack of information that supports developing relationships between performance of sampling methods [e.g., RE and FNR (or probability of correct detection)] and contaminant concentration. Such relationships are needed for combinations of (1) surface materials, (2) swab, wipe, and vacuum sample collection methods, (3) preparation/extraction methods, and (4) analytical methods that may occur in real anthrax contamination events. The focus of future studies should address the range of processing methods for sampling materials that have been historically utilized and determine what methods would be applied (including current LRN methods) in future anthrax contamination events.
A second large gap apparent from the literature summary is the lack of studies to investigate and quantify the effects of storage and transportation conditions on performance results (e.g., RE and FNR). Of the studies summarized in this report, only Almeida et al. (2008) investigated the effects of storage and transportation on performance results. However, that study did not investigate these effects with respect to sample collection, preparation/extraction, and analytical methods. Hence, the applicability and usefulness of that study's results is limited for BA contamination situations where a sampling and analysis process will be used to make detection and clearance decisions.
A third significant gap is that previous studies did not capture all of the sources of uncertainty affecting performance results. Many of the studies investigated only short-term, within-test uncertainties (repeatability), and did not investigate run-to-run or lab-to-lab uncertainties (reproducibility). Hence, the estimates of performance measure uncertainty reported in those studies can be expected to underestimate the total uncertainty. Further, in studies that did capture more than one source of uncertainty, the statistical measures of uncertainty reported may have been improperly calculated. (a) These and other gaps discussed in Section 4 indicate that a new chamber or controlled study is needed. A chamber or controlled study (versus a large-scale facility study) is recommended because of the need for a defensible measure of the concentration of contaminant deposited on the surface (ground truth estimate) in order to accurately calculate the performance characteristics (e.g., RE, probability of correct detection, FNR) of the steps of the sampling and analysis process.
(a) A very common error is to calculate the standard deviation (or %RSD) from a set of data subject to more than one source of uncertainty. The appropriate approach is to use a statistical variance-component-estimation method to separately estimate the standard deviation (or %RSD) for each source of uncertainty, and then properly combine the separate estimates into an estimate of total uncertainty. We recommend that one or more new chamber or controlled studies be conducted to address the three primary focuses below, which are associated with the three significant gaps discussed previously.
Bacillus anthracis (or Simulant) Concentrations:
A chamber or controlled study should be performed with at least five levels of Bacillus anthracis (or simulant) surface concentration per sampling method, with target goals for the probability of correct detection being 0.20, 0.40, 0.60, 0.80, and 1.00. If six or seven levels are possible, additional goals of 0.90 and 0.70, respectively, would provide for better estimation of the upper portion of probability-of-correct-detection (or FNR) curves. A preliminary screening study should be performed before the main study to investigate a range of Bacillus anthracis (or simulant) surface concentrations and identify levels at which the probability of detecting a positive sample takes the goal values. The contaminant concentration levels yielding these probabilities of correct detection may differ for the three different sampling methods (swab, wipe, vacuum) and other factors that may be varied in the study (discussed subsequently). Hence, it may be necessary to select more than five (e.g., 7 -10) contaminant concentrations so that the range of 0.20-0.40-0.60-0.80-1.00 values are ultimately covered for various combinations of surface material, sampling method, preparation/extraction method, storage/transportation conditions, and analytical method.
2. Storage and Transportation: Multiple storage and/or transportation conditions need to be investigated to provide for quantifying the impacts ("recovery efficiencies") associated with such conditions. Storage and transportation conditions could be investigated as part of a new chamber or controlled study, where samples from the study would be subjected to the different conditions and sent to different laboratories. However, depending on the other factors investigated in the study (see subsequent discussion), this may make the study too large. Another option would be to study storage and transportation conditions in a "second" study where samples are inoculated, thus providing a better basis for separately quantifying effects of storage and transportation compared to the effects of sample-collection factors. Whether it is reasonable to perform a separate "second" study depends on whether there are interactive effects between storage and transportation factors and the factors investigated in the "first" study.
3. Uncertainty: A new chamber or controlled study should be designed to capture all applicable sources of uncertainty (reproducibility and repeatability) in the steps of the sampling process (i.e., sample collection, storage and transportation, preparation/extraction, and analytical). Tests in the study should be performed in at least three runs (possibly more depending on the number of within-run replicates that can be achieved). Runs should be performed in separate "blocks" of time. Ideally a run should include sampling, storage/transport, preparation/extraction, and analytical aspects. Using different personnel (e.g., samplers, laboratory) in each run would provide for capturing those reproducibility sources of uncertainty.
The following factors should be considered in developing the experimental design for a new chamber or controlled study to address the primary recommendations discussed above. These factors may influence the performance results of sampling methods/process, possibly via interactive effects with factors associated with the primary goals above.
(a) Bacillus anthracis (BA) versus Simulants: Previous chamber and controlled studies have used BA and various simulants of BA. However, these studies have not addressed the relationship between results with simulants and BA results. If it is not feasible to use BA in a new chamber or controlled study, then measurements of organism properties relevant to sampling and resuspension studies should be performed on BA and the various simulants. The data should then be used to establish the relationships for sampling performance results between BA and its simulants.
(b) Deposition Method: A chamber or controlled study could investigate sampling performance for relevant contaminant deposition methods (in liquid such as ethanol or water versus dry aerosol) while varying the other test conditions. Edmonds et al. (2009) investigated dry aerosol versus liquid deposition, but only at a high contaminant concentration. Including deposition method in a new chamber or controlled study would provide for quantifying how deposition method influences the results (e.g., RE, relationship between FNR and contaminant concentration), including interactions with other factors. It would also provide for comparing results with other deposition methods to those from CDC-validated methods that utilized ethanol deposition. If it is decided that dry aerosol deposition is the most likely to occur in real events and evaluation of sampling methods under conditions indicative of a real event is the goal of the study, a new chamber or controlled study could focus solely on aerosol deposition.
(c) Interfering Material in Addition to Primary Contaminant: Three studies (Buttner et al. 2001 , Brown et al. 2007 , Einfeld et al. 2008 ) investigated the effects of interfering material (e.g., grime or a non-anthrax organism) and found they can have a significant effect on RE. However, none of those studies looked at FNR as a function of contaminant concentration or LOD. A chamber or controlled study could be performed with one or more interfering materials, and with three levels of each material: 1) no interfering material, 2) low level of interfering material, and 3) high level of interfering material.
(d) Surface Types: Surface types with sampling properties that span those of surfaces which may be encountered in the real world should be investigated in a new chamber or controlled study. These may include some or all of glass, stainless steel or other metal, vinyl, wood, painted wallboard, upholstery fabric, residential cut-pile carpet (thicker), commercial loop carpet (thinner), and possibly others (including aged or dirty carpets, upholstery fabric, etc). Care should be taken to use ASTM grade materials where possible (aluminum, stainless steel, glass, and polymer materials) to reduce some variability in material composition and provide a mechanism for comparison in follow-on studies. Although surface types appear to be well tested in previous studies, those studies did not develop LOD values or the relationship between FNR (or probability of correct detection), contaminant concentration, and other factors that affect these results. Further, testing various surface types while varying other factors will help identify factors that may have an interaction effect when paired with surface type. This has not been previously studied.
(e) Swab, Wipe, and Vacuum Sampling Methods: To vary other factors and perform enough runs and replicates to meet the primary goal of developing relationships for RE and FNR (or probability of correct detection) with contaminant concentration level, it may be necessary to limit the investigation to one or two sampling devices/materials/wetting agents for each sample collection method (swab, wipe, and vacuum). However, more combinations of sample materials and wetting agent combinations that may be used in the real world could be included if doing so would not make the chamber or controlled study too large.
(f) Preparation/Extraction Methods: As noted previously, the preparation/extraction step may be the primary contributor in determining RE (and FNR). If a standard or preferred preparation/extraction method could be selected, the chamber or controlled study could focus on that method. Otherwise, it may be very useful to identify the most promising small subset of the preparation/extraction methods investigated in other studies, and investigate them in a new, more comprehensive chamber or controlled study.
(g) Culture and Analytical: Different culture and counting methods were used in the studies summarized in the Excel tables. "Standard/approved" methods (e.g., LRN procedures) that may be used in Bacillus anthracis contamination events could be included as levels of a culture/analytical factor in a possible future chamber or controlled study.
(h) Reference Samples: A reference sample for determining RE should be closely co-located with each surface sample to be collected using swab, wipe, or vacuum methods. That way, the RE for each surface sample is calculated using the paired, co-located reference sample. This approach corrects for unavoidable variation in contaminant deposition in a chamber or controlled area, so that such differences do not inflate the uncertainties of RE. Other reference sample issues will also need to be considered in the experimental design of a new chamber or controlled study.
Several of these factors would clearly have to be varied in a new chamber or controlled study, so in that sense it may be misleading to list them secondarily to the three primary goals we list for the study. Appendix B briefly discusses other factors or aspects that were considered for inclusion in a possible future chamber or controlled study.
It is beyond the scope of this report to fully develop an experimental design for a possible future chamber or controlled study. However, a new chamber or controlled study that varied all of the factors mentioned previously may be too large to perform. Hence, it may be necessary in designing such a study to focus on fewer or fixed levels of some factors based on (1) methods that would be used in real Bacillus anthracis contamination events, and/or (2) results of previous studies. The choice of factors (and levels of those factors) to vary or fix in a new chamber or controlled study, and how much to rely on previous studies in making such decisions, will require inputs and discussion from VSPWG members.
Summary
The decision on whether the VSPWG should conduct a new chamber or controlled study should be based on what is needed to satisfy the two main GAO concerns: 1) lack of validated methods, and 2) making high-confidence detection and clearance decisions. The GAO reports specifically mentioned the use of probabilistic sampling approaches with respect to making highconfidence detection and clearance decisions. Methodology and related data for quantifying the overall uncertainty and confidence associated with detection and clearance decisions is needed to address the GAO concerns. This methodology must account for the performance and uncertainties for relevant sampling approaches, sample collection methods, sample transportation and/or storage effects, sample preparation and extraction methods, and sample analysis methods.
The literature summarized in the Excel file and discussed in this report contains considerable data on the performance of swab, wipe, and vacuum surface-sampling methods for Bacillus anthracis (or simulant) contamination. However, that body of work does not provide for fully quantifying the overall performance of sampling methods covering the several steps in the sampling process (sample collection, transportation/storage, preparation/extraction, and analytical). Additional work is needed to quantify the biases (e.g., REs), probabilities of correct detection (or FNRs), and uncertainties associated with sample collection, transportation and storage, preparation/extraction, and analytical methods over a range of contamination concentrations for relevant surface materials sampled/extracted/analyzed by relevant methods. Further, all of the studies summarized for this report did not capture one or more applicable sources of uncertainty. Hence, data from those studies can be expected to underestimate uncertainties in the associated steps of the sampling process. Therefore, an additional chamber or controlled study must be conducted so as to gather data that fully represents all of the sources of uncertainty in steps of the sampling process.
In conclusion, data from one or more additional chamber or controlled studies will provide for calculating the overall uncertainty and confidence in contamination detection and clearance decisions based on swab, wipe, and vacuum samples of various surface materials at various levels of surface contamination. Such data will also serve as inputs to methodology and formulas to be developed in subsequent work, which will provide for calculating the numbers of samples required to achieve desired confidence levels for detection and clearance in anthrax contamination events.
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APPENDIX B Other Factors or Aspects that Were Considered for Inclusion in a Possible Future Chamber or Controlled Study
The following factors or ideas were considered, but were discarded as inappropriate for investigation in a possible new chamber or controlled study.
Sampling approaches: Probabilistic vs. judgmental vs. hybrid sampling approaches don't come into play for a chamber or controlled study whose focus is quantifying efficiencies, FNRs, etc.
Compare judgment samples selected by multiple experts: This would provide a basis for assessing the "expert effect" in selecting judgmental sample locations. However, as noted in the previous item, this type of investigation is not best suited for a chamber or controlled study.
Fine grid/coarse grid: This idea involves sampling on a fine grid, so that subsets of samples from coarser grids could be considered to assess different sampling approaches and plans. However, grid sampling is not appropriate in a chamber or controlled study where concentrations on coupons or specific locations are controlled.
Evaluate composite sampling: Probabilistic and hybrid sampling plans can result in large numbers of samples to achieve the desired confidence in detection and clearance decisions. Composite sampling has been discussed as a way to reduce the numbers of samples and/or increase the likelihood of detecting contamination if it exists. CS was explored in a very limited fashion with judgmental samples in INL-2. However, many questions remain about using CS for probabilistic as well as judgmental samples. The CS approach would be expected to be particularly effective if the spatial contaminant pattern is fairly random, but what about in spotty or hotspot contamination situations? How many wipe/swab/vacuum samples can be composited and still get good recovery efficiency? Will CS spread the contamination (wiping a clean area with a dirty wipe)? If dusty/grimy uncontaminated areas are wiped/swabbed/vacuumed in the same CS as a contaminated area, does that decrease the likelihood of detection? How many individual areas (for wipes and vacuum) and individual swabs should make up a CS? How many CSs should be taken? How does CS compare to non-compositing approaches?
Although composite sampling is a very strong idea to reduce sampling and analytical costs, it may be in conflict with a chamber or controlled study focusing on trying to quantify sampling performance (e.g., recovery efficiencies, FNRs, uncertainties) as a function of contaminant concentration and other affecting factors. Hence, it seems best to investigate composite sampling in a separate study. Different Release/Dispersal Mechanisms: Currently, tests to determine the confidence in the ability to detect localized contamination (hotspots) with probabilistic and judgmental sampling have not been performed. The VSPWG should discuss the relevance of potential dispersal mechanisms and determine if a set of chamber tests are needed to challenge sampling plans generated using current characterization and clearance sampling strategy protocols while accounting for different potential release and dispersal mechanisms (e.g., hotspots, letter, fomites, and person-to-person contact).
However, this idea may not be compatible in a chamber or controlled study where the focus is quantifying REs, FNR, etc. on a per sample basis. The performance of a given sampling method may depend on the size of the contaminated area sampled, so there could be compatibility of the test goals, but such a study would have an increased number of test factors compared to those listed as options in Section 5.
In summary, the preceding ideas are not proposed for inclusion in a new chamber or controlled experimental study. However, a separate study of composite sampling may be extremely worthwhile.
